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Now with a fresh new cover, this bestseller (more than 150,000 copies sold) will impact more teens

on their journey to healthy, authentic spiritual and emotional lives.Neil T. Anderson and Dave Park

give teens powerful guidance on Christ-centered living in today's pressure-cooker world. Youth will

discover how to break the habits and bonds that lead to sin and rely on the Holy Spirit to avoid

deception.Revealing the traps that will come their way, The Bondage BreakerÂ® Youth Edition

helps teens strip away superficiality and provides specific steps to achieving true freedom.
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Similar to the adult version, many concepts may be over younger (

I actually like the Youth Edition of this book better than the adult edition. The youth edition does not

dumb down anything, but just steers away from the often graphic examples listed in the adult

version. This book has helped me to grow as a Christian, having one of the most profound impacts

on my walk when I read it over 12 years ago. Very biblical and always points to Christ.

I read this book when I was a teen. My youth group went through the teen edition of this book. It is

one of the best resources for those dealing with spiritual bondage. Get this book and experience the

freedom that can come from Jesus Christ--the Bondage Breaker.



This book is nothing but excellent for the Christian youth of today and Adults as well. Neil Anderson

has tremendous insite into the Christian life and the ongoing battle our youth faces everyday living

in a corrupt World.This book explains how God has a plan for our life. A life of freedom from the

bondages the world offers. Such as the Spirit World, porno, drugs,sex, etc., all which is out there to

place us into bondage.Christ died to offer us "Freedom" from all such things. This book has steps to

explain that freedom , all placed firmly into a scriptural basis. Every Christian would benefit from

reading this book.I personally bought several and passed them out to the many teens who are

mixed up in this "spirit world thing" such as seeking out the spirit life and taking pictures of spirits.

Which are really demons. Satan knows his days are numbered and has made a real appeal to our

youth.I can't recommend this book highly enough.

This book is a MUST read. I'm 30 years old, and I have been broken from Satan's chains from

reading this book. I noticed ways he was putting holds in my life and I feel grateful to have read this.

Anyone who wants to know the truth (of course bible is the best resource) read this book. :)

This edition, like the original focuses on freeing yourself spiritually and mentally from bondage in all

areas in your life. Special attention paid to peer pressure, sex, drugs, and the like. I would

recommend it to all Christian teens and parents of teens

So thankful to have this book! It's given our family the confidence to know that Jesus has already

won the battle, we don't need to fight with the Devil on our own we simply need to claim our heritage

as being part of the family of God.

this book is a absolutly most have tool for any one that wants to grow deeper in thier relation ship

with Jesus. It will help you realize why Jesus disiples were so on fire to share the message of

salvation. the Bondage breaker book will help you to realize the many bondages Saten trys to get

us as Christians to fail and Jesus already has won all our battles. if only we will allow Jesus to be

our Caption in life. We can then rest assure that one day we may stand in front of Jesus with a clear

concious and hear Jesus say "well done my good and faithfull servant enter in". WORDS THAT

EVERY CHRISTIAN LONGS TO HEAR!
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